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ABSTRACT

This study was undertaken to investigate oxidative stress tolerant mechanisms in chilli (Capsicum annuum L.)
under drought genotypes through evaluating morphological, physiological, biochemical and stomatal parameters.
Twenty genotypes were evaluated for their genetic potential to drought stress tolerant at seedling stage. Thirty
days old seedlings were exposed to drought stress induced by stop watering for the following 10 days and re-
watering for the following one week as recovery. Based on their survival performance, two tolerant genotypes
viz. BD-10906 and BD-109012 and two susceptible genotypes viz. BD-10902 and RT-20 were selected for studying
the oxidative stress tolerance mechanism. Drought reduced root and shoot length, dry weight, ratio, petiole weight
and leaf area in both tolerant and susceptible genotypes, and a higher reduction was observed in susceptible gen-
otypes. Lower reduction of leaf area and photosynthetic pigments were also found in tolerant genotypes. Moreover,
tolerant genotypes showed higher recovery than susceptible genotypes after the removal of stress. A higher reduction
of relative water content (RWC) may cause an imbalance between absorbed and transpirated water in susceptible
genotypes. Higher accumulation of proline in tolerant genotypes might be helpful to for better osmotic maintenance
than that in susceptible genotypes. Tolerant genotypes showed higher antioxidant activity as they showed DPPH
radical scavenging percentage than the susceptible genotypes. Moreover, closer stomata in tolerant genotypes than
susceptible ones helped to avoid dehydration in tolerant genotypes. Thus, the above morphological, physiological,
biochemical and stomatal parameters helped to show better tolerance in chilli under drought stress.
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1 Introduction

Drought is of increasing concern worldwide due to increased evapotranspiration and evaporation losses
from plants and canopy free soils, respectively. Water is a major factor influencing plant productivity, so
when water is insufficient in the soil, and atmospheric conditions cause a continuous loss of water,
drought stress occurs. Drought accounts as one of the leading causes for a decrease in the average yield
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of more than 50% of many crops in the world [1,2]. Chilli (Capsicum annuum L.) belongs to the family of
solanaceae is very sensitive to drought which may be due to shallowly distributed root systems, and water
stress may cause a dramatic reduction in their desired production. Chilli is a valuable spice and also one of the
most important cash crops grown in Bangladesh. The area and production of chilli in Kharif (summer, April
to September) are 19,000 hectares (ha) and 36,000 metric ton (mt), respectively, while 83,000 ha and
105,000 mt were recorded in Rabi (winter, October to March), respectively. The yield was around
1.42 t ha-1 [3]. Several studies reported that chilli yield was drastically reduced due to drought stress [4].
The severity of such stress becomes quite high when the crop becomes severely damaged either due to
very low soil water availability resulting in low or no yield. Plants can be affected by drought at any time
of their life, but the critical stages are at germination and seedling growth [5]. Drought stress can induce
morphological, physiological, biochemical and stomatal changes in plants because of the reduction in
plant tissue water content and water potential [6]. In Bangladesh, drought is being also considered as one
of the main causes to reduce the crop growth and yield over the last few decades. In the Rabi season,
about 1.2 million ha of agricultural land suffers droughts of different magnitudes due to shortage of
rainfall and caused significant yield loss of different rabi crops including chilli [7]. Several studies
reported that the seedling growth parameters such as root and shoot length, ratio, and dry weight used as
useful traits in the selection of tolerant genotypes to water stress such as wheat [8–10], soybean [11],
safflower [12] and tomato [13,14]. However, there has been limited information on drought stress in
chilli. With this view, the present study has been undertaken to investigate the morphological,
physiological, stomatal and biochemical responses in tolerant and susceptible chilli genotypes under
drought stress that might help in selecting tolerant and susceptible chilli genotypes as well as
understanding oxidative stress under drought at seedling stage.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Plant Materials and Stress Application
To compare the drought tolerance in the seedling stage, 20 chilli genotypes were selected based on their

drought tolerance performance found in the germination stage in previous study [15]. From there, ten best
performed and ten least performed genotypes were selected and tested for drought tolerance (Tab. 1). The
germinated seeds in the pot were properly watered for 30 days. At this stage, watering was stopped for
the following 10 days, and the dead and alive seedlings were counted for ten days. After that, they were
subsequently rewatered. After one week of rewatering, only the alive seedlings of the genotypes survived
were counted. Therefore, the first ten days [31–40 days after emergence (DAE)] were considered as
drought stress period and onward re-watering (41–47 DAE) was considered as the recovery period. The
moisture content of the pot soil was determined by a portable soil moisture meter (PMS-714, LUTRON,
Taiwan). This experiment was repeated three times under the same condition. Based on the results of
survival capacity, the most two tolerant and susceptible genotypes were used to study the morphological,
physiological, stomatal and biochemical responses. Ten seedlings with three replications were evaluated
under control, drought stress and recovery period in this study.

2.2 Determination of Growth Parameters
Root and shoot length were measured from three randomly selected fresh seedlings from each treatment

and expressed in cm. Similarly, three fresh seedlings from each treatment were dried at 80°C for 48 h, then
weighed and considered as dry weight (DW), expressed in g. The root-shoot weight ratio was calculated from
the dry weights. Leaf area (LA) was determined through an area meter (LI-3100, LI-COR Environmental,
USA) and expressed in cm2. The average weight of three-leaf petioles was recorded on precision balance
and expressed in gram (g).
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2.3 Measurement of Leaf Relative Water Content
RWC of the leaves of plants in different treatments of different genotypes was determined following the

procedure of Savita [16]. Similar size leaf samples were weighed immediately to record the fresh weight of
the sample. Then, the samples were hydrated to full turgidity by floating on de-ionized water in a closed petri-
dish for 4 hours under normal room light and temperature. After 4 hours, the samples were taken out of water
and surface moisture was removed quickly and lightly with filter paper and immediately weighed to obtain
fully turgid weight. The samples were dried in an oven at 70°C for 48 h and weighed (after being cooled
down in a desiccator) to determine dry weight of the sample. The RWC was calculated by using the
following formula and expressed as a percent.

RWC ¼ Fresh leaf weight � Dry leaf weightð Þ= Turgid leaf weight � Dry leaf weightð Þ½ � � 100

2.4 Measurement of Chlorophyll and Carotenoids
Leaves were extracted with 80% (v/v) acetone (centrifuging at 5000 × g), absorbance of the supernatant

of the plant samples was measured at 663, 645 and 470 nm, and chlorophyll (Chl) content was calculated
according to Arnon [17] and expressed in mg g-1 FW.

Chlorophyll a mg g�1
� � ¼ 12:7 D663ð Þ � 2:69 D645ð Þf g � V = 1000 � Wð Þ

Chlorophyll b mg g�1
� � ¼ 22:9 D645ð Þ � 4:68 D663ð Þf g � V = 1000 � Wð Þ

Total Chlorophyll mg g�1
� � ¼ 20:2 D645ð Þ þ 8:02 D663ð Þf g � V = 1000 � Wð Þ

Carotenoids (Car) content was estimated using the formula of Kirk et al. [18] and expressed in
mg g-1 FW.

Carotenoids ¼ f 1000 � D470ð Þ � V=W=1000Þ � 1:9 � Chl að Þ � 63:14 � Chl bð Þg=214
where,

D = Optical density; V = Final volume of 80% acetone (ml) and W = Fresh weight of leaf sample taken

Table 1: List of genotypes used in this study for screening of drought tolerant

No. Genotypes Rank at germination
stage out of 47

No. Genotypes Rank at germination
stage out of 47

1 BD-10906 1 11 RT-20 47

2 BD-10912 2 12 BD-10902 46

3 BD-10911 3 13 AM-29 45

4 BD-10916 4 14 BD-10893 44

5 BD-10913 5 15 BD-10930 43

6 BD-10934 6 16 BD-10917 42

7 BD-10941 7 17 BD-10925 41

8 BD-10900 7 18 BD-10909 40

9 BD-10921 9 19 AHM-46 39

10 BD-10908 10 20 BD-10891 38
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2.5 Measurement of Proline
Proline colorimetric determination preceded according to Bates et al. [19] based on proline’s reaction

with ninhydrin. Fresh leaf tissue (0.5 g) was homogenized in 10 ml of 3% sulfosalicylic acid in ice. The
homogenate was centrifuged at 11,500 × g for 15 min. Two mL of the filtrate was mixed with 2 ml of
acid ninhydrin and 2 ml of glacial acetic acid. After incubation at 100°C for 1 h, it was cooled and 4 ml
of toluene was added. The optical density of the chromophore containing toluene was read
spectrophotometrically at 520 nm using toluene as a blank. The amount of proline was determined by
comparing with a standard curve.

2.6 Estimation of Total Antioxidant Capacity (TAC)
Diphenyl-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical degradation method [20,21] was used to estimate the

antioxidant activity. Absorbance was taken against methanol at 734 nm by using UV-visible
spectrophotometer (UV-1800, Shimadzu, Japan). The percent of DPPH inhibition relative to the control
were used to determine antioxidant activity using the following equation:

Antioxidant activity %ð Þ ¼ Abs: blank � Abs: sample=Abs: blankð Þ � 100

where, Abs. blank is the absorbance of the control reaction [10 µl methanol for TAC (DPPH) instead of leaf
extract] and Abs. sample is the absorbance of the test compound. Trolox was used as the reference standard,
and the results were expressed as μgTrolox equivalent g−1 DW.

2.7 Observation of Stomatal Behavior
White color transparent nail polish was coated on the abbatial epidermis of the youngest fully expanded

leaf and kept in the sunlight for at least 15 min for proper drying. It was then carefully removed by the
scotch tape and put on the sterilized slide. Then all slides were transferred under a fluorescence
microscope for data measurement.

2.8 Experimental Design
The experiment was laid out in two factor completely randomized design. Each experiment was repeated

twice independently with three replications.

2.9 Statistical Analysis
Data of all parameters were reported as the mean ± SE. The data were statistically analyzed by analysis

of variance (ANOVA) using Statistix 10 software. Least significance difference (LSD) at 5% level of
probability was used to compare the mean values. Comparisons with P ≤ 0.05 were considered
significantly different.

3 Results

3.1 Estimation of Survival Performance Based on Death and Recovery Percentage
Ten seedlings of each genotype (10 from drought tolerant and 10 from sensitive) in each replication were

grown and subjected to screening at the seedling stage. The lowest percentage of seedling death was
registered in the genotypes BD-10906 followed by BD-109012 with their value of 11.46% and 11.56%,
respectively. On the other hand, the highest percentage of seedling death was recorded in the genotypes
BD-10902 and RT-20 with their respective values of 67% and 68% (Fig. 1a). Genotype BD-10906 and
BD-10912 showed maximum recovery (76% and 77%), whereas the minimum recovery was found in the
genotypes RT-20 and BD-10902 with recovery percentage of 3 and 4, respectively (Fig. 1b). Based on
the results, the most drought tolerant genotypes were BD-10906 and BD-10912; contrarily, BD-
10902 and RT-20 were the most susceptible. A comparison can be seen on death and survival percentages
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of the genotypes under drought stress, where BD-10906 and BD-10902 were found as the most tolerant and
susceptible one, respectively (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Death (a) and recovery percentage (b) of chilli seedlings under drought stress. Values in bar are
mean ± SE of three replications. Different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05

Figure 2: Phenotypeic comparison of the most drought tolerant (BD-10906) and most susceptible (BD-
10902) chilli genotypes. Thirty days old seedlings were exposed to drought for 10 days
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3.2 Evaluation of Morphological Parameters in Selected Genotypes
3.2.1 Root Length (cm)

Comparatively longer root was observed in drought-tolerant genotypes, BD-10906 and BD-10912
(Fig. 3a). Significant variations were observed among genotypes, treatments and interactions.

Reduction of the root length in susceptible genotypes was remarkably higher than the tolerant genotypes
(Fig. 3a). Moreover, tolerant genotypes also showed higher recovery in root length than that of susceptible
genotypes. Root density in tolerant genotypes was also higher in tolerant genotypes than susceptible
genotypes (Fig. 3b showd only in one genotype from each group).

3.2.2 Shoot Length
Shoot length (SL) showed significant variation in genotypes, treatments and interactions (Fig. 4). In

interaction effect, it was clear that drought stresse decreased SL in both tolerant and susceptible
genotypes, and SL of susceptible genotypes was more affected by drought. At the same time, no recovery
was observed in susceptible genotypes (Fig. 4).

3.2.3 Root Dry Weight
The root dry weight (RDW) of both tolerant and susceptible chilli genotypes was significantly affected

by drought stress and variation was found in RDW among genotypes, treatments and interactions (Fig. 5a).
Data of interaction effects suggested that RDW decreased significantly in both tolerant genotypes BD-
10906 and BD-10912 as compared to their respective control. In recovery, RDW increased by almost
47% in both genotypes over drought. In contrary, drought reduced root dry weight in susceptible

Figure 3: Effect of drought stress on root length at seedling stage in drought tolerant (BD-10906 and BD-
10912) and susceptible (BD-10902 and RT-20) genotypes (a) and comparative plate root length is showing
between tolerant (BD-10906) and susceptible (BD-10902) genotypes in drought (b) Values in bar are mean ±
SE of three replications and different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
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genotypes BD-10902 and RT-20 by 44% and 40%, respectively. It was noted that the reduction was found to
continue in the susceptible genotypes even in recovery (Fig. 5a).

Figure 4: Effect of drought stress on shoot length at seedling stage. Values in bar are mean ± SE of three
replications and different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05

Figure 5: Effect of drought stress on root dry weight (a), shoot dry weight (b) and root-shoot ratio (c) at
seedling stage. Values in bar are mean ± SE of three replications and different letters on bars are
significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
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3.2.4 Shoot Dry Weight
Drought caused a significant reduction in shoot dry weight (SDW) in all the genotypes, and significant

variations were also found in the interactions (Fig. 5). Remarkably, reduction in susceptible genotypes was
higher than that in the tolerant genotypes (Fig. 5b). Data showed that s compared to control, drought
significantly reduced SDW by 34% and 27% in tolerant genotypes BD-10906 and BD-10912,
respectively. On the other hand, 43% and 44% reductions were obtained in susceptible genotypes BD-
10902 and RT-20, respectively. Although tolerant genotypes showed an increment in recovery, a further
reduction was noticed in susceptible genotypes (Fig. 5b).

3.2.5 Root-Shoot Ratio
As compared to control, drought decreased root-shoot ratio (RSR) in tolerant genotypes BD-10906 and

BD-10912 by 21% and 29%, respectively. On the other hand, RSR was recovered by 12% and 25% in BD-
10906 and BD-10912, respectively, relative to drought (Fig. 5c). On the other hand, drought reduced RSR in
susceptible genotypes BD-10902 and RT-20 by 23% and 28%, respectively. However, no improvement was
observed in recovery in susceptible genotypes.

3.2.6 Leaf Area
Drought significantly reduced leaf area (LA) in all tested genotypes under stress as compared to

respective control. Significant variations were also found in the interactions (Fig. 6a). Remarkably, the
reduction in susceptible genotypes was higher than the tolerant genotypes. As compared to the control,
drought significantly reduced LA by 15% and 16% in tolerance genotypes BD-10906 and BD-10912,
respectively. On the other hand, 26% and 19% reduction were obtained in susceptible genotypes BD-
10902 and RT-20, respectively. However, the data of interaction effects showed that only tolerant
genotypes recovered LA during recovery period by 9% and 7%, respectively (Fig. 6a).

Figure 6: Effect of drought stress on leaf area (a) and petiole weight (b) at seedling stage. Values in bar are
mean ± SE of three replications and different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
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3.2.7 Petiole Weight
Drought decreased petiole weight (PW) by 23% and 26% in tolerant genotypes BD-10906 and BD-

10912, respectively, while 35% and 34% reductions were observed in susceptible genotypes BD-10902,
respectively (Fig. 6b). However, in recovery period no increment was observed in susceptible genotypes.

3.3 Evaluation of Physiological and Biochemical Parameters
3.3.1 Relative Water Content in Leaf

Relative water content (RWC) of chilli leaf was decreased in drought condition (Fig. 7). Significant
variation was also found among the genotypes. Interaction effects suggested that drought mediated
decreased RWC was improved in tolerant genotypes in recovery period (Fig. 7).

3.3.2 Chlorophyll a Content
Although loss of chlorophyll a (Chl a) content was noticed by drought in both tolerant and susceptible

genotypes, the degradation was highly significant in susceptible genotypes (Fig. 8). Importantly, the tolerant
genotypes maintained higher Chl a in stress and recovery period. It was also noticed that the content further
improved in tolerant genotypes in recovery period (Fig. 8a).

3.3.3 Chlorophyll b Content
In interaction effects, it showed that drought stress decreased Chl b in tolerant and susceptible

genotypes, and the degradation was higher in susceptible genotypes (Fig. 8b). As compare to control,
drought decreased Chl b by 42% and 44% in tolerant genotypes BD-10906 and BD-10912, respectively.
In recovery, relative to drought, 20% and 18% increases in Chl b were observed in BD-10906 and BD-
10912, respectively (Fig. 8b). On the other hand, drought reduced Chl b in susceptible genotypes BD-
10902 and RT-20 by 59% and 62%, respectively, and in recovery, the recovered by 12% and 11%,
respectively, over drought.

3.3.4 Total Chlorophyll Content
Total Chlorophyll Chl (a + b) content of tolerant and susceptible chilli genotypes was significantly

affected by drought stress (Fig. 8c). Drought stress remarkably decreased total chlorophyll content in
tolerant and susceptible genotypes, but the reduction was higher in susceptible genotypes. In recovery, the
content increased in tolerant genotypes only (Fig. 8c).

3.3.5 Carotenoid Contents
Results depicted that the carotenoid (Car) content in susceptible genotypes was more affected by drought

stress, and the content was significantly higher in tolerant genotypes than susceptible one under drought

Figure 7: Effect of drought stress on RWC. Values in bar are mean ± SE of three replications and different
letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
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stress. Data also suggested that compared to control, drought decreased Car content by 33% and 38% in
tolerant genotypes BD-10906 and BD-10912, respectively. In recovery, the content further increased in
the tolerant genotypes by 12% and 20%, respectively (Fig. 8d). On the other hand, drought reduced Car
by 60% and 56% in susceptible genotypes BD-10902 and RT-20, respectively, and in recovery, the
content increased by 7% and 10%, respectively.

3.3.6 Proline (Pro) Content
The data on the effect of drought on proline (Pro) accumulation was presented in Fig. 9. Significant

variation was found in Pro content in genotypes, treatments and interactions. Interaction effects showed
that both tolerant and susceptible genotypes accumulated more Pro under drought stress as compared to
control. However, the accumulation was significantly higher in tolerant genotypes. However, in recovery,
the content decreased in all genotypes (Fig. 9).

3.4 Estimation of Total Antioxidant Capacity (TAC) by DPPH Radical Scavenging
Although the loss of TAC was noticed by drought in both tolerant and susceptible genotypes, the

degradation was highly significant in susceptible genotypes (Fig. 10). Importantly, the tolerant genotypes
maintained higher TAC in the stress and recovery period. Importantly, the reduced TAC in tolerant
genotypes by drought was further increased significantly in the recovery period.

Figure 8: Effect of drought stress on Chl a, (a), Chl b (b), total Chl (c) and carotenoids (d) at seedling stage.
Values in bar are mean ± SE of three replications and different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05
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3.5 Evaluation of Anatomical Features
In general, tolerant cultivars efficiently decreased their water loss by means of the reduction in stomata

density, dimensions and area and consequently avoid dehydration effects. In this study, numbers of stomata
were investigated and compared them between tolerant and susceptible chilli genotype in drought condition.
Interestingly, drought tolerant genotypes had more number of stomata than susceptible genotypes [Fig. 11
showed only for tolerant genotypes BD-10912 (a) and susceptible genotypes RT-20 (b)]. It was also
noticeable that the stomata were closer in tolerant genotypes than those in susceptible genotypes.

Figure 9: Effect of drought stress on Proline content at seedling stage. Values in bar are mean ± SE of three
replications and different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05

Figure 10: Effect of drought stress on total antioxidant capacity (TAC) at seedling stage. Values in bar are
mean ± SE of three replications and different letters on bars are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05

Figure 11: Effect of drought stress on stomatal behavior in tolerant genotype (BD-10912) (a) and
susceptible genotype (RT-20) (b)
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4 Discussion

4.1 Estimation of Survival Performance
Usually, drought tolerant genotypes possess lower dead percentage and higher recovery percentage at

their seedling stage. In this study, the genotypes which are sensitive to drought stress at germination stage
had higher death percentage and lower recovery percentage at their seedling stage (Figs. 1a, 1b). It should
be mentioned that in our previous study, BD-10906 and BD-10912 were the most drought tolerant
genotypes in germinating stage, and had low death and high recovery percentage in seedling stage [15].
In contrast, the water stress sensitive genotypes BD-10902 and RT-20 had higher death and lower
recovery percentage at seedling stage. From our previous and current studies, its indicated that genotypes
that are tolerant to drought stress at germination stage are also tolerant to drought stress at seedling stage,
and those genotypes which are sensitive to water stress at germination stage are sensitive to drought
stress at their seedling stage as well. It was also reflected that genotypes with higher death percentage had
lower survival rate in recovery (Tab. 1 and Figs. 1a, 1b). These findings are supported by Ghebremariam
et al. [14] in tomato where tolerant and susceptible tomato genotypes had similar tolerability and
susceptibility, respectively to drought stress during both germination and seedling stages.

4.2 Evaluation of Morphological Parameters
A well-developed root system in drought stress is an criterion to select drought tolerant genotypes.

Because, such type root system can uptake soil moisture from lower layers of soil, and thus, it is the most
important trait for selecting genotypes at seedling stage [22–24]. Therefore, the genotypes with higher
root length and volume show resistance to drought stress [12,25,26]. In this investigation, drought treated
plants had lower length and dry weight of root than the controls, and drought susceptible genotypes BD-
10902 and RT-20 showed higher reduction than the tolerant genotypes during drought and recovery
period (Figs. 3a, 3b and 5a). Similar results were noticed in shoot length and dry weight (Figs. 4 and 5b).
The reduction of root-shoot length may be due to an impediment of cell division and elongation [27,28]
resulting in decrease of root-shoot length and finally reduced dry weight [10]. This is consistent with
previous studies of Farooq et al. [12] and Mahmoud et al. [29] who have shown that drought stress
reduces the root-shoot growth in safflower and wheat, respectively. Pace et al. [30] suggested that
increased tap root length, at the expense of thickening, in response to drought was a common response in
cotton. This response may permit cotton plants to survive drought by accessing water from deeper in the
soil profile than the soil horizons tapped during periods of recovery. Ahmad et al. [31] reported reduced
shoot dry weight under water stress conditions for various wheat genotypes, which also supported our
results. This reduction may be due to suppression of cell expansion and cell growth resulting from low
turgor pressure [32,33]. Accordingly, the root-shoot ratio (RSR) was reduced in the drought stress treated
seedling of both tolerant and susceptible genotypes than their respective control, whereas tolerant plants
contained more root-shoot ratio compared to susceptible one (Fig. 5c). Besides, tolerant genotypes were
able to revive again with higher RSR in recovery (Fig. 5c). The results implicated that tolerant genotypes
with a higher proportion of roots could compete more effectively for soil nutrients, while those with a
higher proportion of shoots could collect more light energy. However, several studies reported the
seedling growth parameters such as root and shoot length, ratio and dry weight as useful traits in
selection of tolerant genotypes to drought stress in tomato [14,34], wheat [10,29], safflower [12] and
cotton [30].

The leaf area of a plant is the best measure of photosynthetic size. In this experiment, detrimental effects
of drought stress on leaf area and petiole weight were determined in all tested genotypes. The effect of the
stress were higher in sensitive genotypes, and failed to increase leaf area and petiole weight in recovery
period (Figs. 6a and 6b). The mechanism, by which plant leaf area was reduced under drought stress, is
through reduction of cell division leading to the reduction of cell size [35]. Previous studies conducted by
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Boutraa et al. [36] and Foulkes et al. [37] reported more reduction in leaf area of susceptible wheat genotypes
in drought. Pace et al. [30] reported that photosynthate partitioning in the drought-treated tolerant plants of
cotton was apparently preferentially directed to leaf area expansion during the recovery period.

4.3 Evaluation of Physiological and Biochemical Parameters
4.3.1 Relative Water Content

Since relative water content (RWC) relates well with cell volume, it can accurately indicate the balance
between absorbed water by plant and that lost through transpiration [38,39] hence, it is considered as an
important marker for selecting tolerant plants to drought [40–43]. In the present investigation, a decrease
in RWC was observed with drought treatment both in tolerant and susceptible genotypes where more
detrimental effects were observed in susceptible plants which still declined in recovery period. However,
an increasing trend in RWC in tolerant plants during recovery period (Fig. 7). Similar results in RWC due
to drought stress were reported earlier. While screening for water stress tolerance in long storage tomato
genotypes, it was observed that leaf RWC significantly decreased as drought stress progressed [44]. In
another water stress tolerance study in wheat by Arjenaki et al. [45], it was shown that wheat cultivars
having higher RWC are more tolerant to drought stress. Thus, the higher RWC obtained in stress
tolerance plants is a consequence of better water regulation during transpiration and photosynthesis
processes [46,47].

4.3.2 Photosynthetic Pigments
Photosynthetic pigments remain major drivers of plants’ photosynthetic capacity due to their crucial role

in both absorptions (chlorophyll) and dissipation (carotenoids) of light energy [48]. The loss of
photosynthetic pigment levels in abiotic stress including drought is one of the main causes of inactivation
of photosynthesis. Thus, a reduction in photosynthetic capacity in plants exposed to water stress is
expected. Numerous studies reported that inhibition of photosynthesis was attributed to destroying the
photosynthetic pigments or chlorophyll due to oxidation of pigments or simply preventing its synthesis
[49–53] and this process might be derived with ROS, mainly H2O2 that is accumulated under water stress
because it provokes the inactivation/oxidation of the pigments pre-existing in chloroplasts [54]. The
decrease in Chl a, Chl b, total Chl and Car is commonly observed phenomenon under drought stress. In a
study by Pirzad et al. [55], it was observed that water stress; both excess and deficit water significantly
decreases leaf chlorophyll [Chl a, b and total Chl] concentrations. In this study, drought stress caused
significant reduction in the contents of Chl and Car in both tolerant (BD-10906 and BD-10912) and
susceptible (BD-10902 and RT-20) chilli genotypes (Figs. 8a–8d). However, the pigment reduction was
higher in sensitive seedlings of chilli as compared to tolerant seedlings. This reduction of Chl and Car
under water stress could be due to the increased activity of chlorophyllase enzyme or due to the
disruption of fine structure of chloroplast and instability of pigment protein complexes by ions [56].
Higher Chl and Car in drought tolerant genotypes suggested better photosynthetic capacity under drought
stress [10] as well as a better tolerant mechanism which prevented Chl degradation in tolerant genotypes
than susceptible ones. Similar results were observed by other others who reported that Chl contents of
drought resistant genotypes of barley, wheat, and maize were higher compared to sensitive genotypes in
drought stress conditions [45,57,58]. In recovery, removal of drought stress led to increase concentration
of chlorophyll (Chl a, Chl b, total Chl and Car) in tolerant genotypes (Figs. 8a–8d). These increases
suggested their role in photosynthesis and protective role from active stomatal regulation along with a
balance of relative water content consequently, actively functioning to scavenge ROS [59–61] and
thereby reducing the Chl degradation under stress condition. Menconi et al. [62] opined that in well water
condition, gas exchange parameters retrieved and this could be due to an increase in leaf expansion and
photosynthetic pigments for functioning photosynthetic machinery. In the present study, both leaf area
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and photosynthetic pigments increased in tolerant genotypes in recovery and this increment suggested their
positive correlation to each other.

4.3.3 Proline Content
Proline, an essential amino acid, is known to participate in the biosynthesis of primary metabolism

during growth and development [63,64]. Proline also accumulates in response to the imposition of a wide
range of stress responses in plants.

It has been well documented as an osmotic regulator helping in the reduction of osmotic damage [65,66].
It is further hypothesized that the accumulation of Pro in leaves could play a protective role aside from
osmoregulation during water stress [67]. Dien et al. [68] suggested that osmotic adjustment is a
biochemical mechanism that helps plants to acclimate to water deficit. One mechanism for osmotic
adjustment is the accumulation of compatible solutes, such as the amino acid; Pro. The results of the
present study expressed that Prol was highly accumulated in leaves of tolerant chilli seedling under
drought stress compared to control, and that removal of water stress resulted in more Pro accumulation in
susceptible genotypes (Fig. 9). These results agreed with other previous studies, which mentioned that
Pro is highly accumulated by the tolerant plant under drought stress. In another study by Dien et al. [68]
proline content was significantly higher in tolerant rice cv. DA8 and Thierno Bande variety under drought
stress conditions. Similar results were also obtained by Ranganayakulu et al. [69] who reported that
accumulation of Pro content was increased in both drought treated tolerant and susceptible cultivars, but
the percent of increase was higher in tolerant cv. K134 than the susceptible cv. JL-24.

At the end of the recovery period, the Pro content of the tolerant genotypes decreased rapidly, reaching
values similar to those under the control condition (Fig. 9). Several studies have indicated that Pro
accumulated during episodes of water stress is lost rapidly when the water deficit or abundance is
eliminated [68,69]. Once water stress is removed, Pro is oxidized into 1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C) by
proline dehydrogenase, also known as proline oxidase, the first enzyme in the Pro degradation pathway.
Then, P5C is converted back into glutamate by the enzyme P5C dehydrogenase [70].

4.3.4 DPPH Radical Scavenging Activity
Antioxidant constituents of plant origin are very important substances that have the ability to defend the

body from injuries caused by free radical induced oxidative stress [71]. BD-10906 and BD-10912 are
potential candidates of antioxidant activity as their scavenging percentage was found to be higher than
the susceptible genotypes BD-10902 and RT-20. Moreover, BD-10906 and BD-10912 showed the
obvious tolerance as their scavenging percentage was further increased with the removal of drought stress
(Fig. 10). High level of DPPH activity has been correlated with tolerance to different stress conditions [72].

4.4 Stomatal Behavior and Density Observation
The ability of plants to be able to regulate the size of the stomatal opening is a very important mechanism

to control water loss and survive. This ability is especially important during water stress when the loss of
water can have serious consequences for the plants. Water stress can cause reduced growth and in severe
cases caused plant death.

Since stomatal closure has negative effects on CO2 uptake, photosynthesis, transpirational cooling as
well as water and nutrient uptake, it is important to close the stomata only when the benefit of water
retention outweighs the negative effects [73]. The efficiency of stomatal openings is not only determined
by the size of the opening, but also by the number of stomata [74]. In this investigation, results exhibited
that the genotypes BD-10906 and BD-10912 showing drought tolerancehad more number of stomata
under stress condition, and most of them are visually closed (Figs. 11a and 11b). However, an opposite
trend was observed in respect of susceptible genotypes. These findings are in agreement with the
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outcomes of Kusvuran et al. [75] who found more closure stomata in drought tolerant that those in
susceptible genotypes melon. Previously, Mehri et al. [76] showed higher number of stomata in drought
tolerant wheat genotypes than sensitive genotypes. Nonetheless, most of the stomata were opened among
the observation in susceptible genotypes. Stomatal closure occurs when the two guard cells surrounding
the stomata opening lose turgor pressure and close the opening [77]. Many signals induce stomatal
closure, among these the best-known signal is probably abscisic acid (ABA) [73]. In this study, although
stomatal limitation might be occurred in tolerance genotypes, escaping non-stomatal limitation to
photosynthesis which includes reducing leaf water potential and relative water content which may reduce
efficiency and activity of RuBisCO (ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) enzyme thereby
limiting carbon dioxide fixation. Yuan et al. [61] reported that under moderate to severe water stress, non-
stomatal limitation is the primary cause of decline in photosynthesis. Moreover, these tolerant genotypes
might maintain active stomatal regulation and able to reduce stomatal conductance under drought stress.

5 Conclusion

In the present experiment, the role of the morphological, physiological, biochemical and anatomical
parameters were studied and compared between tolerant and susceptible genotypes in their adaptation to
drought stress conditions in seedling stage. Our findings reveal that a comparatively longer and dense
root system in tolerant genotypes than those in susceptible genotypes might help to improve water uptake
and maintain turgor and osmotic adjustment in drought stress. Moreover, expanded leaf contained a
higher amount of photosynthetic pigments maintained photosynthetic activity. Higher accumulation of
stress metabolites like Pro could prevent tolerant genotypes from osmotic damages. Thus, tolerant
genotypes showed higher antioxidant activity compared to susceptible genotypes. Additionally, tolerant
genotypes rapidly closed stomata which may positively contribute to the level of tolerance under drought
stress. Distinct changes among the tolerant and susceptible genotypes in respect of morphological,
physiological, biochemical, anatomical and total antioxidative parameters have been identified in this
investigation, and these findings create an opportunity to confirm ROS, enzymatic and non-enzymatic
antioxidant, glyoxalases and their related metabolites as these are directly related with tolerant and
susceptible mechanism of the plants.
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